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Sweetness in all its forms with the unmistakable 
colour of chocolate. The Giaretti moulds and cake tins 
bring true the sweet ideas of those who want infinite 
possibilities of creation in cakes and pastries. 
Complete with a full range of kitchen utensils to 
prepare cake recipes, the Chocolat Collection moulds 
and cake-tins celebrate the excellent ease of handling 
and material quality of all Giaretti products. 
A certainty that gives shape to sweet flavours. 



Icing bag with 
5 nozzles

Icing Syringe 
with 5 nozzles

Handles material: 
polypropylene in brown 

chocolate colour

Cake spatula

Whisk

Butter spreader 
INOX with knife

Pastry brush

Butter spreader 
INOX

Cake server INOX

Ice cream scoop

Pasta cutter

Strainer TINNED

Cake lifter

Baking spatulas

Tampography of small 
heart in cream colour
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Cod. Art. Description Ean Code

G5551018 Round cake pan 26 cm 8032770280001
G5551068 Quiche pan 24 cm 8032770281732
G5551132 Gughlupf 22 cm 8032770281749
G5551150 Loaf tin mould 24x10 cm 8032770281756
G5551102 Savarin mould 24 cm 8032770281763
G5551194 Heart pan 21 cm 8032770281770
G5551080 Reactangular roaster 28x24 cm 8032770280162
G5551208 Star mould 25 cm 8032770281794
G5551244 Daisy mould 21 cm 8032770280087
G5553132 8 mini hearts - multiple mould 8032770280094
G5553076 6 muffins - multiple mould 8032770280803
G5557008 Pastry mat 38x30 cm 8032770280810

Silicone moulds

Cod. Art. Description Ean Code

C1022-CH Icing bag with 5 nozzles 3830000834339
C1034-CH Icing Syringe with 5 nozzles 3830000834346
C1172-CH Baking spatulas small 3830000834353
C1173-CH Baking spatulas large 3830000834360
C1120-CH Whisk medium 3830000834445
C1012-CH Whisk large 3830000837330
C1015-CH Pasta cutter 3830000834490
C1067-CH Ice cream scoop 3830000837347
C1044-CH Pastry brush 3830000836746
C1073-CH Cake server INOX 3830000837354
C1106-CH Butter spreader INOX 3830000834711
C1108-CH Butter spreader INOX with knife 3830000834728
C1043-CH Strainer 7 cm TINNED 3830000837361
C1045-CH Strainer 9 cm TINNED 3830000837378
C1162-CH Cake Spatula 3830000835145
C1359-CH Knife 3830000835244

Cake and sweets utensils

The Giaretti  Silicone oven and freezer 
moulds resists to extreme temperatures, 
from -60° up to +260°C.

Silicone moulds: A very complete range of moulds made from 100% 
silicone, the material that has revolutionized baking. Flexible, easy to use and 
resistant to high temperatures, they can be used to create cakes in the most 
imaginative shapes. Completely non-stick, they do not have to be greased 
or buttered. Supple and flexible, they take up little space and can be stored 
anywhere. With guaranteed Italian quality, they meet all the European food 
safety standards. Like all the other Chocolat lines by Giaretti, they are pleasing 
to the eye with their dark chocolate colour.

Kitchen utensils: A set of cooking utensils dedicated in particular to preparing 
cakes and desserts. Practical, cute and original, all with a chocolate-coloured 
polypropylene handle. The sweetness that comes from the heart of Giaretti.

The Giaretti non-stick, flexible silicon moulds 
are produced from materials, which conform 
to current international standards in the food 
industry:
D.M. n°104 del 21.03.1973 (Italian law)
Arretè du 25.11.1992 (French law)
BGVV (German law)
FDA (American law).


